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Abstract- As Individual convey their thoughts on social media by discussing personal life events or other issues related to 

politics, science, environment, etc. This produce large amount of sentiment data which can be further mine by utilizing some 

techniques of pattern, classification, etc. So this paper solve issues of sentiment identification by proposed an FireFly 

Optimization Genetic Algorithm (FFFOGA) which is a kind of swarm optimization algorithm. Pattern were extract from the 

input dataset where each graph was developed as per patterns. Resultant of FFOGA was set of cluster center (Patterns) 

represent sentiments. Real Twitter dataset was used for the experiment evaluation. Results were compared on Precision, recall, 

accuracy with existing methods and it was shown that proposed FFOGA works better for sentiment identification. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

As social media attract people towards internet, so number 
of websites provides different services through which 

people can share their thoughts, feeling, around the globe. 

Social media enables people to be linked together and 

interact with each other anywhere and anytime [1].  

 

Social Media provides a various method for many people 

to precise and gives the sentiment on a current or past 

event and many other activities around us [2]. More than 

500 million people in the world give their sentiment and 

views daily on the web [3]. A large quantity of knowledge 

is generated from various and different social media in 

numerous formats, numerous languages in the world. It 
makes challenges in data analytics to search out the new 

purpose and extract information from it [4, 5]. The Social 

Media mining is not exclusively Machine Learning 

strategies or other intelligent methods to identify and 

extracts information for sentiment analysis. On other 

hands, it is essential to know and determine the various 

domain for which unrelated gathering knowledge from the 

different place within the word, different time zone, 

language and separate values to be analyzed from entirely 

different perspectives [4]. 

 
Sentimental analysis primarily focuses on the recognition 

and categorization of sentiments. It can be performed in 

two ways; using knowledge based approach and the other 

machine learning techniques [5]. In the first approach, 

there is a requirement of the huge database consist of 

already defined emotions and effective representation of 

the knowledge. The machine learning approach utilizes the 

trained and test datasets to design a classifier. Therefore it 

is easier than the knowledge based approach. There are 

various types of challenges which were found in the field 

of sentimental analysis [2]. One of the major challenges is 

that the word which expresses the sentiment may be 

positive or negative relying upon the circumstances. There 

are various types of challenges which were found in the 

field of sentimental analysis. One of the major challenges 

is to classify the word which expresses the sentiment may 

be positive or negative relying upon the circumstances. 

Another major challenge is that the way of expressing the 
sentiment of people may not be the same. The relation 

between textual reviews and the consequences of those 

reviews can be obtained using sentiment mining.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

In [6] paper proposes a novel system for emotion mining 
that corresponds everyone benefits of semantic web 

guided answers for highly improvement of the general 

understanding of conventional NLP (Natural Language 

Processing).  

 

The proposed framework makes use of domain ontology at 

feature extraction stage. This enhancement makes huge 

changes in the feature based sentiment classification. 

Existing machine learning techniques classify the words 

into limited category such as positive/negative. Existing 

system also performs sentiment classification at the 
document level (i.e.) if the document includes huge no of 

positive than negative terms, then it will be considered to 

be a positive document otherwise negative document. 

Dataset of Movie Reviews is used to check the 

performance of proposed model. 

 

In [7], Basha et. al presented that as the presence of E-

business item reviews for an item were likewise 

developing quickly with an exponential factor. To settle on 
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a choice among numerous choice where time and cash 
were valuable, other individuals emotions would play a 

significant job. Presently the majority of the associations 

had emotion / sentiment mining and slant investigation as 

a piece of their examination. Additionally, pretty much 

every business was affected by the online networking sites 

and web journals which drove these organizations to do 

nostalgic investigation.  

 

In [8] a novel technique for extricating the various leveled 

structure of Web video bunches dependent on emotion 

marked system investigation that introduce to 

acknowledge Web video recovery. To start with, the 
proposed technique finds idle connections between Web 

recordings by utilizing multimodal social features of 

substance and estimation social features acquired from 

comments after Web recordings.  

 

In this way, our technique empowers development of a 

marked system that reflects similitudes as well as positive 

and negative relations between themes of Web recordings. 

Additionally, a calculation to improve a seclusion based 

measure, which can adaptively modify the harmony 

among positive and negative edges, was recently created. 
This calculation identifies Web video bunches with 

comparative points at different reflection levels; in this 

manner, effective extraction of the various leveled 

structure gets doable. By giving the various leveled 

structure, clients can get a diagram of many Web 

recordings and it gets possible to effectively recover the 

ideal Web recordings.  

 

In [9] new technique for the figuring of polarities and 

qualities of Chinese assessment phrases is proposed in this 

examination, which could be utilized to investigate 

semantic fluffiness of Chinese. It utilizes a likelihood 
esteem, instead of a fixed an incentive for the extremity 

qualities of slant phrases, contrasted and the ordinary 

strategies. As indicated by the polarities and qualities of 

those expressions, this paper proposes two multi-

procedure opinion investigation strategies separately 

dependent on SVM and NB. Especially, in the strategy 

dependent on NB, this paper thinks about adversative 

conjunctions. The two strategies could be utilized for the 

slant investigation of archives.  

 

In [10] paper center around how to combine printed data 
of Twitter messages and supposition dispersion examples 

to get better execution of estimation investigation on 

Twitter information. To this end, this paper initially break 

down notion dissemination by researching a wonder called 

estimation inversion, and locate some fascinating 

properties of emotion inversions. At that point this paper 

consider the between connections between literary data of 

Twitter messages and notion dispersion designs, and 

propose an iterative calculation called SentiDiff to 

anticipate notion polarities communicated in Twitter 

messages.  

In [11] a Chinese notion examination technique dependent 
on expanded word reference is proposed. The fundamental 

undertaking of the exploration is to develop an all-

encompassing notion lexicon covering fields: lodging, 

advanced, organic product, dress and cleanser. The all-

encompassing emotion lexicon contains the essential slant 

lexicon, some field notion words and polysemic estimation 

words in the fields. The innocent Bayesian field classifier 

is utilized to arrange the field of the content in which the 

polysemic emotion word is, so the slant extremity of the 

word could be recognized. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 
 

In this work sentiment of tweets were identify by using 

pattern based approach where sentiment representative 

patterns were clustered into respected class. For clustering 

of identified pattern genetic algorithm Fire Fly was used.  

 

1. Preprocessing: 

Preprocessing is initial filtration of input data where un-

wanted or noisy data get remove from dataset. Here work 

has adopt stop-word removal technique. This approach 

takes each tweet in as input and remove stop words {a, an, 

of, the, for, to, from, in… etc. } present in it. This step 

remove noise of input data so important words which 

gives meaning to sentence are separate. This can be 

understand by “Ram is not happy because he loose cricket 

trophy”, “My brother will be more happy if we loose this 

game”, so after pre-processing set of words will be: {Ram, 

Happy, Loose, Cricket, Trophy}, {Brother, Happy, Loose, 
Game}. 

 

2. Generate Pattern: 

As text content classification is done by two approach first 

was term and other was pattern feature. This approach use 

pattern feature to classify tweets where instead of 

assigning sentiment to a term pattern is more effective. So 

based on this concept patterns were identify by the 

successive words in a tweets.  

 

Hence successive set of words present in multiple tweets 
are considers as the pattern.  

 

Identification of pattern was done by: 

Input T // Tweet Terms 

Output: P //Pattern 

 Loop i = 1:T // For each term in Tweet 

 XT[i] 

 Loop j = i+1:T 

 YT[j] 

 VIntersect(X, Y) 

 If V size more than 2 words 

 PV 

 EndIF 

 EndLoop 

 EndLoop 
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Fig 1. Proposed Work Block Diagram. 

 

3. Weighted Graph: 

Each pattern P act as node in the graph and edge 

connected between node act as weight. So evaluation of 
weight between the pattern is done by the common terns 

count between pattern (nodes of graph). Here paper has 

generate this graph for easiness of the fitness value 

calculation when pattern were select for final cluster 

center selection. Hence W is PxP size matrix. 

 

WGraph(P) 

 

4. Generate Population:  
Collection of set of cluster center were generate in form of 

chromosome which act as probable solution is termed as 
population. So in this step probable set of solution was 

developed randomly. Here each cluster cent is pattern of 

words which work as cluster center. So PP is an matrix of 

represent population while each row work has n number of 

cluster center for n clusters, as per number of sentiment.  

 

Now if PP have m column than Eq. 1 presents the 

population as: 

PPRandom(P, n, m) 

5. Light Intensity of Pattern: 
Calculation of this was done by estimating the total 

presence of pattern in available dataset. So as per pattern 

presence in dataset intensity value was set.  

 

𝑰𝒑 = 𝑷𝒓 × 𝒆
−𝝉𝒓 

 

Where Ip is intensity of Pth pattern, Pr is presence ratio of 

pth pattern in the dataset. While is constant value range 

between 0-1 and r is random number vary from 0-1 for 
each pattern. 

 

6. Fitness Function: 

In this step fitness value of each chromosome were 

evaluate by estimating the difference from the cluster 

center for other set of patterns (non cluster center 

patterns). Here paper has involved graph weigh for 

estimating the difference between pattern with intensity of 

the corresponding cluster center. 

 

𝑭𝒎 =∑𝑴𝒊𝒏(𝑾𝒋,)𝒋=𝟏
𝒏 × 𝑰𝒋′

𝑷

𝒊=𝟏

 

 

In above equation Fm is fitness value of mth chromosome 

and W is weight value between two pattern so if 
chromosome have n cluster than assigning pattern P is 

send to minimum weight value cluster. j' is selected cluster 

center having minimum weight.  

 

7. Crossover: 

In this work population PP chromosome values were 

modified by best chromosome patterns as per random 

position. Here best solution change other set of solutions 

at different cluster center position. This crossover generate 

other set of solution which evaluate and compared with 

previous fitness value.  
 

8. Cluster Center: 

So above steps of fitness value evaluation, crossover and 

population uptation done iteratively for T times. Hence 

after T number of iteration solution gives cluster center 

patterns for each sentiment. This selection of final cluster 

center depends on fitness value of population obtained. 

 

9. Cluster Tweets: 

Tweets are passed one by one in this step. So terms 

present in tweet were compared with cluster center to 

generate relevant value. Hence this identification of tweet 
sentiment depend on quality of cluster selection method.  

  

10. Proposed Work: 

Input: TD, C// TD: Twitter Dataset, C: Sentiment Class 

Output: TCD // TCD: Twitter Class Dataset 

 TPre-Processing(TD) 

 PGenerate_Pattern(T) 

 WGraph(P) 
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 PPRandom(P, n, m) 

 IIntensity(W,P) 

 Loop 1:T 

 FFitness_Function(PP) 

 PPCrossover(F,PP) 

 IIntensity_Updation(P, F) 

 EndLoop 

 FCCCluster_Center(PP) // FCC: Final Cluster 

Center 

 Loop1:TD // For Each Tweet 

 SCCluster_Tweet(FCC, TD) 

 EndLoop 
 

IV. EVALUATION PARAMETER 
 

1. DataSet: 

In this work experiment is done on social dataset content 

obtained from https://twitter-sentiment-csv.herokuapp. 
com/, where as per the user query related twitter 

comments of respected user provided. 

 

2.  Evaluation Parameters: 

In order to evaluate results there are many parameter such 

as accuracy, precision, recall, F-score, etc. Obtaining 

values can be put in the mention parameter formula to get 

results. 

 

Positive_FalsePositive_True

Positive_True
ecisionPr




 

 

Negative_FalsePositive_True

Positive_True
callRe




 

 

callecision

callecision
ScoreF

RePr

Re*Pr*2
_




 

 

tionClassificaIncorrecttionClassificaCorrect

tionClassificaCorrect
Accuracy

__

_




 

 

In above true positive value is obtain by the system when 

the ranked tweet / comment is in favor of particular 
sentiment and system also says that tweet / comment is in 

favor of the same sentiment.  

 

While in case of false positive value it is obtain by the 

system when the input tweet / comment is in favour of 

particular sentiment and system do not rank that tweet / 

comment in similar sentiment class. 

V. RESULTS 
 

Table 1. Comparison of proposed technique under Joy 

sentiment tweets. 

Comparison of Sentiment ‘Joy’ Results 

Parameters Previous Work  FFOGA 

Precision 0.684211 0.965517 

Recall 0.866667 0.875 

F-Measure 0.764706 0.918033 

Accuracy 0.619048 0.915254 

 

Table 1 shows that FFOGA has improved the precision, 
recall, f-measure parameters as compared to previous 

GASVM approach [13]. Here use of genetic based 

clustering algorithm improved the accuracy of the work. 

This much of efficiency was achieved because of pattern 

based feature. 

 

Table 2. Comparison of proposed technique under love 

Sentiment Mining tweets. 

Comparison of Sentiment Mining ‘Love’ Results 

Parameters Previous Work FFOGA 

Precision 1 0.909091 

Recall 0.85 1 

F-Measure 0.918919 0.952381 

Accuracy 0.857143 0.966102 

 
Table 2 shows that FFOGA has improved the precision, 

recall, f-measure parameters as compared to previous 

approach [13]. Here use of genetic based clustering 

algorithm improved the accuracy of the work. This much 

of efficiency was achieved because of pattern based 

feature. Firefly intensity based fitness value evaluation has 

enhanced this work as well. 

 

Table 3. Comparison of proposed technique under Sad 

Sentiment Mining tweets. 

Comparison of Sentiment Mining ‘Sad’ Results 

Parameters Previous Work FFOGA 

Precision 0.75 0.75 

Recall 0.6111 0.8571 

F-Measure 0.6733 0.8 

Accuracy 0.619 0.9491 

 

Table 3 shows that sentiment sad in tweets were efficiently 

detect by the proposed model FFOGA as compared to 

previous approach [13]. This enhancement was due to 

graph based feature as well. As weight value of graphs 
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were depend on patterns which give strong relation 
between them. Hence this much of efficiency was 

achieved because of pattern based feature. Firefly intensity 

based fitness value evaluation has enhanced this work as 

well.  

 

 
Fig 2. Average values of precision comparison of 

sentiment detection. 

 

 
Fig 3. Average Recall value based comparison of 

sentiment detection. 

 

 
Fig 4. Average F-Measure value based comparison of 

sentiment detection. 

 
Fig 5. Average accuracy value comparison. 

 

Above fig. 2 shows that average precision value of 

proposed work FFOGA was better as compared to 

previous work in [13] by 7.254302%. While Fig. 5 shows 

that proposed work has enhance the accuracy by 
25.97691%. This was achieved by use of graph based 

pattern structure for fitness value evaluation.  

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This paper has resolved an issue of sentiment 

identification of user tweet for further analysis of text data. 
Here proposed model has utilize genetic algorithm to 

identify the sentiment class of the patterns. Firefly 

optimization algorithm was used where patterns obtained 

from dataset were passed for identifying the good set of 

chromosomes. To further enhance this algorithm output 

graph based pattern structure was used in fitness value 

evaluation. Experiment was done on real dataset obtained 

from twitter site where sentiment of different class were 

present. Results were compared with existing algorithm 

and it was obtained that FFOGA has enhace the accuracy 

of work by 25. 97%, while recall value was improved by 
14.79%. In future researcher can utilize other algorithm of 

pre-processing for improving the clustering results as well. 
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